Scrapbook Expo
Weekend Spotlight Class
For more creative inspiration visit:
www.heartfeltcreations.us

Scrapbook Expo Spotlight Card #1 for the Basic & Deluxe Bundle
Instructions
Cut a piece of white cardstock to 11” x 4 1/4”, score and fold at 5 1/2”, creating a finished card size of
5 1/2” x 4 1/4” top fold card. Cut pink paper (Sheet 12-B) from Sweet Magnolia paper collection to 5
x 3 5/8”. Center onto card base and adhere using Dries Clear glue. Cut decorative panel from paper
collection (Sheet 1-A), then use the second largest die from Cut Mat Create 1A to diecut the center.
Use a sliding paper trimmer to cut around the yellow rectangle printed on this decorative panel, thus
creating 2 frames, a smaller yellow frame and a larger pink frame. Use a Stack and Store dauber to
sponge the outer edges of both pink and yellow frames with Leaf Green ink. Adhere larger pink frame
directly onto card base using Dries Clear glue, then use dimensional adhesive to adhere the yellow
frame, at a slight angle onto card base. Using background paper from the top right hand panel from
sheet 10-A, cut a small strip to 2 3/4” x 1”, stamp sentiment from Just For You stamp set using Magenta
Hue ink. Use Stack and Store Dauber and Leaf Green ink to softly ink the edges then mat on pink
paper from paper collection (12-B) cut just slightly larger, 2 3/4 x 1 3/4”. Layer sentiment on previously
diecut Cut Mat Create 1-A piece, adhere using dimensional foam adhesive then fold and adhere excess
sentiment strip on backside. Adhere onto card base at a slight angle using foam adhesive.
Stamp the following images onto Deluxe Flower Shaping paper and diecut with coordinating dies.
Stamp the magnolia petals using Magenta Hue ink, you’ll need 2 small & 2 medium petals. Then stamp
the magnolia leaves using Leaf Green ink. You’ll need 2 small leaves for this card.
Use Stack and Store daubers along with the following inks to color the images. Use Leaf Green ink
for the leaves, applying it heavier along the center length of the leaf. For the magnolia petals, using
a light hand apply Leaf Green in the center of the petals, then add Magenta Hue along the tips of the
petals, color both front and back side of each petal. Color 5 small pointed stamens from Bridal Bouquet
Stamens using Leaf Green ink.
Shape the magnolia petals and leaves in the coordinating shaping mold. Use the stylus from Deluxe
Flower Shaping kit to finish giving shape to flowers and leaves. Pierce the center of magnolia petals,
insert three green colored stamens into a medium sized petal, then layer the second same sized petal,
offsetting it slightly. Apply hot glue along the back side to secure. On each of the remaining small
petals, insert a single green stamen, secured with hot glue along the backside.
Arrange petals and leaves as shown, adhering with hot glue. Apply Dries Clear glue onto hydra sponge,
dab sponge randomly onto card and floral arrangement, then sprinkle with Crystal Clear and tap off.

Products Used
HC Products Used: HCPC-3949 Sweet Magnolia Buds
Cling Stamp Set, HCD1-7346 Sweet Magnolia Blooms Die,
HCFB1-5005 3D Magnolia Shaping Mold, HCDP1-2126
Sweet Magnolia Paper Collection,HCPC-3845 Just For You
Sentiments Cling Stamp Set, HCD2-749 Cut Mat Create 1A
die set, HCS1-460 Bridal Bouquet Stamens-Small, HCST1401 Deluxe Flower Shaping Kit, HCDA2-450 Stack and
Store Daubers-Pack of 30, HCPP1-468 Deluxe Flower
Shaping Paper Pack of 25 - White
Other Products Used: White Cardstock, Archival inks –
Leaf Green, Magenta Hue, Acrylic Block, Rajni Chawla’s
Crystal Clear, Art Institute Dries Clear Glue, Glue Tip,
Hydra Sponges, Funnel Tray, 3D foam Adhesive, Hot Glue,
Hot Glue Gun, Scissors, Sliding Paper Trimmer, Scor-Pal
Measuring & Scoring Board, Die Cutting Machine

Scrapbook Expo Spotlight Card #2 for the Deluxe Bundle
Instructions
Cut a piece of white cardstock to 8 1/2” x 5 1/2”, score and fold at 4 1/4”, creating a finished card size of
4 1/4” x 5 1/2”. Cut green dotted background paper from Sweet Magnolia paper collection to 4 1/8” x
5 3/8”, use Stack and Store Dauber to add Leaf Green onto the edges and adhere onto card base using
Dries Clear Glue. Use the plain outline die from the Teardrop Lattice Gateway to diecut the pink toned
panel from sheet 10-A of the paper collection as shown, stamp sentiment using both Leaf Green and
Magenta Hue inks, then adhere directly onto card base. Using white cardstock, use the three largest
dies from the Teardrop Lattice Gateway die set, creating a frame, then trim as needed to fit onto the
coordinating arch. Color the edges with Leaf Green ink along with a dauber, then adhere onto card
base using 3D foam adhesive.
Stamp the following images onto Deluxe Flower Shaping paper and diecut with coordinating dies.
Stamp the magnolia petals using Magenta Hue ink, you’ll need 4 small & 2 medium petals. Then stamp
the magnolia leaves using Leaf Green ink. You’ll need 1 small and 3 large leaves for this card.
Use Stack and Store daubers along with the following inks to color the images. Use Leaf Green ink for
the leaves, applying it heavier along the center length of the leaf. For the magnolia petals, using a light
hand apply Leaf Green in the center of the petals, then add Magenta Hue along the tips of the petals,
color both front and back of petals. Color 5 small pointed stamens from Bridal Bouquet Stamens using
Leaf Green ink.
Shape the magnolia petals and leaves in the coordinating shaping mold. Use the stylus from Deluxe
Flower Shaping kit to finish giving shape to flowers and leaves. Pierce the center of magnolia petals,
insert one green colored stamen into a medium sized petal, then layer the second same sized petal,
offsetting it slightly. Apply hot glue along the back side to secure. On each of the remaining petals,
insert a single green stamen, secured with hot glue along the backside.
Arrange petals and leaves as shown, adhering with hot glue. Apply Dries Clear glue onto hydra sponge,
dab sponge randomly onto Teardrop Lattice Gateway frame and floral arrangement, then sprinkle
with Crystal Clear and tap off.

Products Used
HC Products Used: HCPC-3949 Sweet Magnolia Buds Cling Stamp Set, HCD1-7346 Sweet Magnolia
Blooms Die, HCFB1-5005 3D Magnolia Shaping Mold, HCDP1-2126 Sweet Magnolia Paper Collection,
HCD2-7337 Teardrop Lattice Gateway Die, HCPC-3845 Just For You Sentiments Cling Stamp Set,
HCS1-460 Bridal Bouquet Stamens-Small, HCST1-401 Deluxe Flower Shaping Kit, HCDA2-450 Stack
and Store Daubers-Pack of 30, HCPP1-468 Deluxe Flower Shaping Paper Pack of 25 - White
Other Products Used: White Cardstock,
Archival inks – Leaf Green, Magenta Hue,
Acrylic Block, Rajni Chawla’s Crystal
Clear, Art Institute Dries Clear Glue, Glue
Tip, Hydra Sponges, Funnel Tray, 3D
foam Adhesive Strips, Hot Glue, Hot Glue
Gun, Scissors, Paper Trimmer, Scor-Pal
Measuring & Scoring Board, Spellbinders
Tool n One, Die Cutting Machine

Scrapbook Expo Spotlight Card #3 for the Deluxe Bundle
Instructions
Take a piece of 8 1/2” x 11” white cardstock, score and fold at 5 1/2”. Use the plain outline die from the
Teardrop Lattice Gateway die set to diecut card base, allowing the cutting blade along the left hand side
to hang off the fold of the card. This will leave the fold intact and create a 5x7” card base. Diecut green
background paper (10-B) from Sweet Magnolia paper collection using plain outline die and smaller
plain arch die from Teardrop Lattice Gateway Die set, creating a frame. Adhere onto card base using
Dries Clear Glue. Diecut 3 largest dies from Teardrop Lattice Gateway die set onto while cardstock,
creating a decorative arch frame, adhere onto card base using foam adhesive. Diecut green and pink
floral panel from paper collection (10-A) using smaller plain arch die from Teardrop Lattice Gateway
Die set. Stamp sentiment from Just For You Sentiments stamp set using Magenta Hue ink, then adhere
onto card base using Dries Clear glue.
Stamp the following images onto Deluxe Flower Shaping paper and diecut with coordinating dies.
Stamp the magnolia petals using Magenta Hue ink, you’ll need 5 small, 2 medium & 2 large petals. Then
stamp the magnolia leaves using Leaf Green ink. You’ll need 3 small and 4 large leaves for this card.
Use Stack and Store daubers along with the following inks to color the images. Use Leaf Green ink for
the leaves, applying it heavier along the center of the leaf. For the magnolia petals, using a light hand
apply Leaf Green in the center of the petals, then add Magenta Hue along the tips of the petals, color
both front and back of petals. Color 10 small pointed stamens from Bridal Bouquet Stamens using Leaf
Green ink. Color 11 round stamens using Magenta Hue ink.
Shape the magnolia petals and leaves in the coordinating shaping mold. Use the stylus from Deluxe
Flower Shaping kit to finish giving shape to flowers and leaves. Pierce the center of magnolia petals,
insert three green colored stamens into a large petal, then layer the second same sized petal, offsetting
it slightly. Apply hot glue along the back side to secure. Insert two green stamens into medium petal,
offset second same size petal and adhere with hot glue. On each of the remaining 5 small petals, insert
a single green stamen, secured with hot glue along the backside.
Arrange petals and leaves as shown, adhering with hot glue. Separate the pink colored stamens into
three bunches, apply hot glue and insert amongst magnolia petals as shown creating a beautiful spray.
Apply Dries Clear glue onto hydra sponge, dab sponge randomly onto Teardrop Lattice Gateway frame
and the floral arrangement, then sprinkle with Crystal Clear and tap off.

Products Used
HC Products Used: HCPC-3949 Sweet Magnolia Buds
Cling Stamp Set, HCD1-7346 Sweet Magnolia Blooms Die,
HCFB1-5005 3D Magnolia Shaping Mold, HCDP1-2126
Sweet Magnolia Paper Collection, HCD2-7337 Teardrop
Lattice Gateway Die, HCPC-3845 Just For You Sentiments
Cling Stamp Set, HCS1-460 Bridal Bouquet Stamens-Small,
HCST1-401 Deluxe Flower Shaping Kit, HCDA2-450 Stack
and Store Daubers-Pack of 30, HCPP1-468 Deluxe Flower
Shaping Paper Pack of 25 - White
Other Products Used: White Cardstock, Archival inks –
Leaf Green, Magenta Hue, Acrylic Block, Rajni Chawla’s
Crystal Clear, Art Institute Dries Clear Glue, Glue Tip,
Hydra Sponges, Funnel Tray, 3D foam Adhesive Strips,
Hot Glue, Hot Glue Gun, Scissors, Paper Trimmer, Scor-Pal
Measuring & Scoring Board, Spellbinders Tool n One, Die
Cutting Machine

Scrapbook Expo Spotlight Card #4 for the Deluxe Bundle
Instructions
To create card base diecut plain outline die from Teardrop Lattice Gateway die onto white cardstock. Diecut an
open arch frame onto white cardstock using the 3 largest dies from Teardrop Lattice Gateway die. Next diecut
a decorative arch onto white cardstock using the plain outline die, large decorative inlay and small decorative
inlay from the Teardrop Lattice Gateway die set. Create 2 hinges by cutting white cardstock to 1/2” x 4”, score
and fold lengthwise at 1/8”. Glue hinge connecting the solid arch background and open arch frame. Then use the
second hinge to adhere decorative arch as the front of the card base. This creates a book style card base.
Use the plain outline die from the Teardrop Lattice Gateway die to diecut paper from Sweet Magnolia paper
collection (2-B), ink with Leaf Green ink along with a dauber and adhere on the inside of main card base. Cut
magenta colored paper from paper collection (12-B) to 2 1/4” x 1 9/16”, adhere onto card base as shown. Cut white
cardstock to 2 1/16” x 1 3/8”, stamp sentiment from For My Friend Sentiment stamp set using Leaf Green and
Magenta Hue ink. Use Magenta Hue along with a dauber to ink the edges and adhere onto pink mat using Dries
Clear Glue.
Stamp the following images onto Deluxe Flower Shaping paper and diecut with coordinating dies. Stamp the
magnolia petals using Magenta Hue ink, you’ll need 1 small, 4 medium & 4 large petals. Then stamp the magnolia
leaves using Leaf Green ink. You’ll need 5 small and 5 large leaves for this card.
Use Stack and Store daubers along with the following inks to color the images. Use Leaf Green ink for the leaves,
applying it heavier along the center length of the leaf. For the magnolia petals, using a light hand apply Leaf
Green in the center of the petals, then add Magenta Hue along the tips of the petals, color both front and back
of petals. Color 11 small pointed stamens from Bridal Bouquet Stamens using Leaf Green ink. Color 12 round
stamens using Magenta Hue ink.
Shape the magnolia petals and leaves in the coordinating shaping mold. Use the stylus from Deluxe Flower
Shaping kit to finish giving shape to flowers and leaves. Pierce the center of magnolia petals, insert three green
colored stamens into a large magnolia petal, then layer the second same sized petal, offsetting it slightly, repeat
this to create two large magnolia flowers. Apply hot glue along the back side to secure. Insert two green stamens
into medium magnolia petal, offset second same size petal and adhere with hot glue, repeat this to create two
medium sized magnolia flowers. On the remaining small petal, insert a single green stamen, secured with hot
glue along the backside.
Arrange petals and leaves as shown, adhering with hot glue. Separate the pink colored stamens into three
bunches, apply hot glue and insert amongst magnolia petals as shown creating a beautiful spray. Apply Dries
Clear glue onto sponge, dab sponge randomly onto decorative Teardrop Lattice Gateway die and the floral
arrangement, then sprinkle with Crystal Clear and tap off.

Products Used
HC Products Used: HCPC-3949 Sweet Magnolia Buds Cling
Stamp Set, HCD1-7346 Sweet Magnolia Blooms Die, HCFB1-5005
3D Magnolia Shaping Mold, HCDP1-2126 Sweet Magnolia Paper
Collection, HCD2-7337 Teardrop Lattice Gateway Die, HCPC-3844
For My Friend Sentiments Cling Stamp Set, HCS1-460 Bridal Bouquet
Stamens-Small, HCST1-401 Deluxe Flower Shaping Kit, HCDA2450 Stack and Store Daubers-Pack of 30, HCPP1-468 Deluxe Flower
Shaping Paper Pack of 25 - White

Other Products Used: White Cardstock, Archival inks – Leaf
Green, Magenta Hue, Acrylic Block, Rajni Chawla’s Crystal Clear,
Art Institute Dries Clear Glue, Glue Tip, Hydra Sponges, Funnel Tray,
3D foam Adhesive Strips, Hot Glue, Hot Glue Gun, Scissors, Paper
Trimmer, Scor-Pal Measuring & Scoring Board, Spellbinders Tool n
One, Die Cutting Machine

